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Abstract 
To meet the secret communication requirement of important power information in smart grid, this paper proposed 
a new power information encryption algorithm based on composite chaos wavelet and transform theory. The 
algorithm constructs the composite chaotic system using two one-dimensional chaotic mapping which has good 
sensitivity to initial condition, good pseudo randomness, independence. Time-frequency transformation is carried out 
on plaintext based on wavelet transform theory, and the wavelet coefficients of plaintext are encrypted using 
composite chaotic block sequences in wavelet transform domain, under adaptive encryption mechanism with 
correlation coefficient as the threshold function, thus improving the security and confidentiality of cipher 
information. Numerical simulation encryption experiments results show that the algorithm is feasible and effective 
for power information encryption, with excellent cryptography characteristics and strong practical significance. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
With the construction of smart grid and networking, the informatization degree of power grid is 
enhancing day by day, the security situation of electric power communication network is increasingly 
grim, and information security problem of power system has become an unavoidable important issue in 
the construction process of informatization smart grid. 
In order to ensure the security of important information in transmission and storage in open internet 
communication systems, and prevent illegal access of unauthorized users, in the past decades, scholars 
have put forward many encryption algorithms based on different principles, which according to 
encryption ideas can be summed as three kinds: position scrambling encryption, numerical transformation 
encryption and combination encryption [1-2]. Position scrambling encryption, which disorganize position 
of plaintext through some scrambling transformations, makes the position arrangement of ciphertext 
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become desultorily; Numerical transformation encryption changes the value of plaintext based on pseudo-
random sequences generated by particular key, making the ciphertext’s statistical correlation weaker and 
statistical distribution more uniform, typical algorithms are RSA, DES, IDEA, RC4, AES, MD5, matrix 
transformation, and so on. 
This paper proposes a data encryption algorithm based on composite chaos and wavelet transformation 
theory. The method constructs the composite chaotic system using two one-dimensional chaotic mapping, 
which has good sensitivity to initial value, good pseudo randomness, independence [3]. Time-frequency 
transformation is carried out on plaintext based on wavelet transform theory, and the wavelet coefficients 
of plaintext are encrypted using composite chaotic block sequence in wavelet transform domain, under 
adaptive encryption mechanism with correlation coefficient as the threshold function, to enhance the 
confidentiality and safety of cipher information in storage and transmission. Numerical experiments prove 
the feasibility and validity of the algorithm. 
2. One Dimensional Discrete Chaotic System Model 
Chaos phenomena is a certain, pseudo-random process appears in nonlinear dynamic system, with 
excellent cryptography characteristics, such as good pseudo randomness, aperiodicity, independence, 
ergodicity, sensitivity to initial state and control parameters, easy to produce bifurcation and so on[4], 
which makes the iterative output sequences highly unpredictable and be suitable for producing cipher 
information flow. Utilizing the cryptography characteristics of chaotic motion, confidential transmission 
and storage of important information can be realized if plaintext information is embedded into chaotic 
iterative sequences, this is the basic idea of chaotic encryption [5]. 
2.1. Logistic Mapping 
Logistic mapping is one-dimensional discrete dynamical system, also called population model, 
proposed by the biologists May. R in 1976, it uses one-dimensional nonlinear iterative function to 
represent the chaotic behavior. Using the nonlinear chaotic function, completely different regular pseudo 
random sequence can be produced by tweaking control parameters of chaotic system. One-dimensional 
Logistic mapping equation is described by: 
                    1 (1 )n nx x xμ+ = −                                                                  (1) 
Where, (0,4]μ ∈ is a control parameter. For different μ values, systems take on different 
characteristics; systems experience periodic bifurcation and eventually reach chaotic state. Figure 1 is the 
bifurcation diagram of Logistic mapping. when 2.6 4μ≤ ≤ . When 3.6μ ≥ , the chaotic system begins to 
present a chaotic state. Therefore, this paper selects logistic mapping system with the equation, 
, which is in full mapping chaotic state.  1 4 ( 1n n nx x x+ < ≤1 ),  0nx= −
2.2. Cubic Mapping 
One-dimensional Cubic mapping equation is described by [6]: 
3
1n n nx ax bx+ = −                                                                     (2)2.Fig. 2 is Cubic mapping of bifurcation diagram when . It is shown that when ,
system begins to appear chaotic phenomena. So to make Cubic mapping sequence present a chaotic state, 
parameter b should satisfy the condition: . This paper selects cubic mapping system with the 
equation, .
4,1.2 3a b= ≤ ≤ 3b ≥
2.3b ≥
34 3 , 1n n n nx x x x= − − ≤ ≤1+ 1
The paper utilizes two low dimensional chaotic systems to construct the composite chaotic system, 
which inherits the good cryptology features of low-dimensional chaotic systems, such as sensitivity, 
pseudo randomness, uniformity, fast encryption speed, etc, improves the stability window of single 
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chaotic sequence and the degeneration phenomenon of chaotic dynamic characteristics, expands the key 
space. The composite operations of chaotic subsystems increases the unpredictability of the dynamic 
behavior of composite chaotic system [7], strengthens the randomness and complexity of composite 
chaotic system, and enhances the ability of resistance to attack and deciphering.
Fig.1 Bifurcation diagram of Logistic mapping                             Fig.2 Bifurcation diagram of Cubic mapping 
3. Wavelet Transform Theory 
Wavelet transform theory is a significant breakthrough of Fourier analysis theory. Wavelet is known as 
"the microscope of mathematical analysis", for the time-frequency local analysis and multi-resolution 
analysis characteristics of Wavelet transform [8]. 
Assuming , its Fourier transformation is , if meets the following condition: 2( ) ( )t L Rψ ∈ ˆ ( )wψ ˆ ( )wψ






ψψ = <∫ w ∞
                                                              
(3) 
( )tψ  is called basic wavelet function, by which the continuous wavelet function ( )ab tψ  is generated,  
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(4) 
Where, a is dilation parameter, b is translation parameter, , 0,a R a b R∈ ≠ ∈ .
For the function 0( , )f x y V∈ % (  is two-dimensional scale space) in  space, its expansion 
expression under two-dimensional orthogonal basic wavelet function is: 
0V% 2 ( )L R
, , , , , , , , , , , ,
, ,
( , ) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )j j j jm n j m j n m n j m j n m n j m j n m n j m j n
j m n j m n
f x y x y x y x y s xα ψ ϕ β ϕ ψ γ ψ ψ ϕ ϕ= + + +∑∑ ∑∑ y (5) 
Where, ,
j
m nα , ,
j
m nβ , ,jm nγ is wavelet expansion coefficients corresponding to two-dimensional wavelet 
space 1jW% , 2jW% , 3jW% under scale ;j ,jm ns  is scale expansion coefficient in two-dimensional scale space jV% .
4. Composite Chaotic Encryption System 
The flow of wavelet composite chaotic encryption algorithm (WCCEA) is described as follows: 
(1) According to key distribution mechanism of composite chaotic encryption system, following the 
mapping transformation rule, system initial key K is mapped to K1, K2, the initial key of one-dimensional 
logistic and cubic chaotic systems respectively; 
(2) According to the initial key K1、K2 and initial parameters, following the logistic and cubic chaotic 
mapping equations, one-dimensional discrete chaotic sequences X1, Y1 can be generated by iteration, 
namely, primary chaotic sequence; 
(3)According to the mapping rule, primary chaotic sequences X1, Y1 are mapped to second-level 
chaotic sequences X2, Y2, which are filtered through band pass filter with the control parameters Kc1, Kc2 , 
to get the chaotic encryption factor block sequence adapted to the length of plaintext information, namely, 
third-level chaotic sequences X3、Y3;
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(4) Choosing appropriate wavelet transform parameters, such as wavelet basis, decomposition layers, 
etc, according to the features of plaintext information, time-frequency wavelet transform is carried out on 
plaintext sequence Xs to get the wavelet coefficients Xsw of plaintext information. And then Xsw is mapped 
to the wavelet transform sequence Xswt following the mapping rule with the control parameters Tc;
(5) Two-level chaotic encryption mechanism: binary bit XOR and inclusive OR operations are 
conducted between the wavelet transform sequence Xsw of plaintext information and chaotic block 
sequence X3、Y3, which outputs the ciphertext sequence Xe;
(6)Calculates the correlation coefficient and evenness indexes of ciphertext sequence Xe and plaintext 
sequence Xs, judging whether it meets the threshold constraint condition [9], if it does, turns to (7); 
otherwise, modifies the control parameters Kc1, Kc2, Tc of composite chaotic system and turns to (3); 
(7)Judging whether the encryption tasks are completed, if not, turns to (1), otherwise, terminates the 
encryption process. 
5. Numerical Simulation Analysis 
The resolution of the image file to be encrypted is 352*288; and the file size is 17.5 KB. Initial key of 
encryption system is K=DC635AC9, we can get the sub-key through mapping transformation T1, namely, 
K1=0.8610500611, K2=0.2095238095, K3=201. Firstly, the image is processed under two-layer 
decomposition based on 2D wavelet transform theory, retaining the wavelet low-frequency approximate 
component as sub-band image to be encrypted, setting threshold constraint as |Jcoef|<0.005. 
According to Shannon’s information security communication theory [10], statistical analysis methods 
are often used to carry out cipher analysis and deciphering, a good cipher system, no matter how the 
plaintext distributes, its ciphertext should distribute evenly. 
In order to evaluate the image encryption effect, we introduced the following cryptography indexes, 
correlation coefficient, uniformity, scrambling degree and similarity [11]. 
Fig. 3 shows the image encryption effect with different algorithms Fig. 3(a) shows the scrambling 
image and its grayscale distribution histogram based on the famous Arnold transformation, whose 
iterative operator is defined as [12]: 
                                                             (6) 
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(a)                                                                                                     (b) 
(c)                                                                                                     (d) 
Fig.3 (a) Arnold transformation scrambling image and its grayscale distribution histogram; (b) Logistic chaos encryption image and
its grayscale distribution histogram; (c) Composite chaotic encryption image and its grayscale distribution histogram; (d) Decryption 
image with the correct and wrong key respectively. 
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The statistical analysis results of image encryption effect with different algorithms are shown in Tab.1.  
Tab.1. Image encryption effect analysis with different algorithms
WCCEA One-dimensional chaos encryption algorithm Arnold algorithm (N=20) Logistic mapping Cubic mapping 
Coef 0.0019 0.0134 0.1293 0.0065 
Unif 0.9978 0.7532 0.7994 0.3198 
Sim 0.2523 0.5691 0.6271 0.7754 
Scr 8.3359 6.2921 6.6786 2.4913 
From Tab.1, we can make the conclusions: The WCCE algorithm proposed in this paper is feasible and 
effective for image encryption and decryption, which has better cryptography characteristics than 
traditional algorithms, such as correlation, uniformity, scrambling degree, etc. 
Meanwhile, in the experiments, wrong key which is get from Nano-level tinny modification of initial 
key is used to decrypt cipher image, the decryption result shows as uniform noisy image, that means the 
original image information cannot be decrypted and recovered correctly, it’s clear that the WCCE 
algorithm has extremely sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a data encryption algorithm based on composite chaos and wavelet transformation 
theory. The method constructed the composite chaotic system using two one-dimensional chaotic 
mapping, which has good cryptography characteristics, and carried out time-frequency transformation on 
plaintext based on 2D wavelet transform theory, while the wavelet coefficients of plaintext are encrypted 
with composite chaotic sequence in wavelet space, under adaptive encryption mechanism with correlation 
coefficient as the threshold function, which realized the effective hiding of plaintext information.  
Numerical experiments show that the encryption system has high complexity, strong pseudo 
randomness and uniform distribution characteristics, which can ensure the confidentiality and security of 
cipher information in transmission and storage. 
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